Electromyographic (EMG) 
Introduction
ECG signal is a weak bio-electricity signal, and can be influenced by baseline wander, power line interference, movement interference, electromyographic (EMG) signal and so on. The ongoing trend of long-term ECG monitoring techniques requires ambulatory and less obtrusive ECG signal collection devices. However, it comes at the cost of decreased signal quality. Some of the artefact problems can be suppressed by simple and frequency selected filters, such as baseline wander interference and power line interference.
The baseline wander is a low-frequency interference, while the power interference has a fixed frequency. There are various methods to eliminate these noises, such as finite impulse response (FIR) filtering, infinite impulse response (IIR) filtering, adaptive filtering, Fuzzy logic and wavelet transform. However, the EMG noise is difficult to be filtered, due to its considerable overlapping frequency spectrum with ECG [1, 2] . EMG noise is a random signal and it varies from time to time. Many methods have been used to eliminate EMG from noised ECG signals. However, they usually result in limited suppression of EMG artefact but considerable reduction of sharp QRS wave amplitudes. Ivoylo et al proposed a dynamic low-pass filter for EMG noise suppression in ECG [3] . Sayyad et al used extended Kalman filter and extended Kalman smoother to eliminate EMG, but both methods distorted QRS observably [4] . Joy et al removed EMG noise by selecting the most suitable wavelet function based on the 5 th wavelet decomposition level [2] . Some researchers applied independent component analysis (ICA) and principle component analysis (PCA) to split EMG from ECG, but these methods do not perform well for single-channel ECG devices.
Kalman filter (KF) is an optimal state estimation process applied to a dynamic system that involves random perturbations [5] [6] [7] . The KF is a linear, unbiased, and minimum error variance recursive algorithm and can optimally estimate the unknown state of a system from noisy data taken at discrete real-time. While in prediction step, KF produces estimates of the current variables, along with their uncertainties. Once the outcome of next measurement is observed, these estimates are updated. KF has been widely used in many areas of industrial and government applications, such as video and laser tracking system, satellite navigation and biomedical signal processing [5, 6] .
In this research, utilizing the time-frequency characterize of EMG signal, the authors proposed one dimensional KF to suppress EMG noise in singlechannel ECG signal. EMG interference can be regarded as transient Gaussian zero mean band-limited noise. KF is suitable to eliminate EMG noise after pre-processing filtering and initial QRS complex recognition.
Methods

EMG noise database establishment
While the MIT-BIH Noise Stress Test Database (NSTDB) only contain electrode motion artefact data, an EMG noise database is established to verify the effectiveness of KF in this research. The noised ECG recordings were created by the script nstdbgen-using several clean recordings, such as 100 and 101, from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database (MITDB) [8] , to which calibrated amounts of noise from record 'ma' were added using nst [9] . The detailed data information is in Table 1 . 
Pre-processing filtering
To get an efficient signal process algorithm, the raw ECG signal is processed every 2 seconds and overlap 1 second to the next 2 seconds as to prevent QRS distortion. Then the windowed ECG signal will experience the following pre-processing. Firstly, the DC interference is eliminated by subtracting the mean value from each ECG samples. Secondly, a FIR low-pass filter is applied to remove the high-frequency and power line interference. Thirdly, a FIR high-pass filter is utilized to cancel the low-frequency noise. Then, the baseline wander is rectified by a median filter. At last, a 341-order Kaiser window is applied to prevent the spectrum leakage.
After the aforementioned filtering, wavelet threshold method is used to detect QRS complex at windowed ECG data [10] . What's more, the KF algorithm and P peak detection method are then applied. Figure 1 shows the entire process of the method proposed in this paper. 
Kalman Filtering
KF is an optimal filtering algorithm based on iterative calculation. The ECG signal can be assumed as a dynamic process and described by a dynamic autoregressive model. The dynamic equation and measurement equation can be constructed as:
Where X is the dynamic vector of ECG signal, Z is the measurement of pre-processed ECG signal, t is the t-th iterative dynamic update, t,t 1  − is the dynamic transition matrix and t,t 1 −  is the noise input transition matrix which are simplified as constants in later calculations, W is the process noise which can represent the EMG noise, and V is the measurement noise which can be assumed as white noise. The statistic characteristics of W and V can be assumed as (0, Q)  and (0, R)  , respectively. The iterative update of KF can be expressed as Figure   2 , where t X is the estimation of dynamic vector, Figure 2 , the filtering process can be divided into time update and measurement update stages in the update process which interconnect with each other. 
Results
The sensitivity (SE) and positive predict value (+P) of QRS detection are 99.46% and 99.39% among 48 data in MITDB. And the SE and +P of QRS detection among EMG noise database is 99.71% and 99.64%.
After the application of KF, the QRS complex remain unchanged and only the EMG noises between RR intervals are suppressed. Figure 3 clearly represents the effectiveness of KF, where the dotted line shows the noised data after pre-processing and the solid line is the final wave after KF processing. Figure 4 depicts a segment of raw data in MITDB, the same segment data overlapped with EMG noise as Figure 3 , the signal after pre-processed filtering and the signal after KF processing. Figure 5 describes the EMG noise eliminated by the KF. The SNR of the noised ECG data is 18dB and the data in Figure 5 is the same as that in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . After the pre-processing and KF filtration, all the QRS peaks are reserved and remain in good shape. Then combing the threshold method with wing function, the P peaks are detected in the final processed ECG waves without EMG interference [3] . Figure 6 shows the R peaks and P peaks of the same segment identified by the algorithm, where R peaks are identified by wavelet threshold method. The R peaks and P peaks are marked in the pre-processed data, and plotted by circle and pentagram symbols respectively. The SE and +P of P peaks detection in EMG noise database are all above 99%. Figure 6 . The R peaks and P peaks are marked in the preprocessed data, and plotted by circle and pentagram symbols respectively
Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper, a KF based EMG noise suppression method is designed for the filtering of real-time ECG signals. EMG interference can be regarded as transient Gaussian zero mean band-limited noise. The onedimensional linear dynamic KF model is suitable for white noise elimination after pre-processing filtering and initial QRS complex recognition.
Before the application of KF, several other filters are used to remove high-frequency noise, low-frequency noise, powerline interference and baseline interference. Movement interference is not considered, since the data chosen from MITDB do not have obvious movement interference. The proposed algorithm not only suppresses EMG interference, but also keeps the QRS complex in good shape. The denoising result is showed in Figure 3 -5. With the denoised ECG data, P peaks are detected in this paper. The QRS and P peaks are extracted by using wavelet threshold and wing function threshold method respectively, both of which perform well.
In addition to the data in open database, we also acquired 1475 raw ECG data by applying a potable ECG card and evaluated the QRS identification algorithm using these data. However, these data were not annotated by experts and we will discuss the effectiveness of this algorithm on these data in future research. Furthermore, the algorithm proposed in this paper is the precondition to identify arrhythmia. And in current practice, only premature beat detection of several data has been studied. And more researches on the application of this paper will be done in the future.
